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For the second time, we're seeing specs leak out from what would no doubt be HTC's flagship phone, the One X+, but this time
there's a lot .... HTC are holding a press event on the 19th of September where their will be unveiling their latest smartphones,
last week we saw some details .... As far as high-end Android smartphones go, the HTC One X is certainly right up there. Sure,
it hasn't reached the dizzy heights of the 20+ .... The HTC One X+ is coming soon. According to O2's leaked brochures, the
device will pack some hefty specs to compete with other higher-end .... An XDA Developer that is usually pretty accurate in his
leaks has just confirmed — and leaked the specs of the upcoming HTC One X+ .... An XDA developer has tweeted purported
specs of a HTC One X update, known as the HTC One X+. In the tweet he claims that the device will be powered by a ....
Ahead of HTC's September 19th launch event, the Taiwanese handset manufacturer has seen the HTC One X specs leaked
online. Although .... The supposed specs say the HTC One X+ includes 32GBs ROM, 1.6Ghz dual-core/1.7GHz single-core
Tegra 3 processor.. Specifications for the HTC One X+ smartphone were revealed by an XDA Developer recently.. XDA dev.
says HTC's "super phone" will ship with Jelly Bean, run 1.6 GHz quad-core Tegra 3+.. HTC's not talking about a successor to
the snazzy One X yet, but according to one Twitter user the One X+ is definitely real. As you might expect .... Specs of the
purported 'HTC One X+' have been leaked in a tweet from XDA-Developers member Football, the source of several leaks .... A
list of specs for the rumored HTC One X+ have popped up on the ... HTC One X+ for a while now, and the phone suffered a
similar spec leak .... Specs have leaked online for a rumoured new HTC Android flagship smartphone. The follow up to the
HTC One X, the HTC One X+ looks set to offer incremental .... Until now, very little information about the HTC One X+ has
been revealed. But an XDA Developer forum member, with the Twitter handle @Football4PDA, .... Specifications of the HTC
One X+ have leaked online via a tweet from a Twitter user, which says that the device will have a 1.6GHz Tegra 3 quad-core ....
Information about the upcoming windows 8 phone from HTC has leaked online on an page. HTC event is set to take place on
September 19th and they are .... PocketLint has acquired pictures of the yet unofficial HTC One X+, along ... One X+ Android
smartphone #HTC One X+ leaked specs #HTC One .... The tweet gives detailed specs regarding the dimensions, processor, OS
and the battery powering the HTC One X+.

HTC One X+ specs have been supposedly leaked by a member of the XDA community. The phone will feature a faster
processor and that's about it.
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